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About This Game

Wolf Simulator is a simulator of a wolf with elements of survival. Before you start the game you will need to choose the class
of a wolf. At the moment there are two of them : "the Warrior" and "Scout". Class wolf depend on various characteristics such
as speed, stamina, attack power, etc. as the game progresses, your wolf will grow, participating in battles between packs over
territory, to hunt a variety of wild animals ,increasing their strength. In the battles for territory will earn points lead ,which in

turn will be used for base and expanding your own pack ,which will be under your authority .

The game world is completely open and is divided into three main areas : the city, wildlife, reserve, in addition, it consists of
territories that can belong to the enemy swarms, or to be free, at the moment more than 30.

The city is filled with real people who live their lives, and often choose to rest in the forest or strolling around the Park . But be
careful, poachers often set traps or you can run into a disgruntled woodsman with an axe . The forest is filled with various wild

animals, which are mostly unfriendly, so be ready.
The game is fully simulated survival in the wild, you will need to satisfy the hunger, thirst, to warm up cold nights or rainy days .
As the game progresses you will encounter a variety of interesting places for exploration, puzzles, and picturesque places, ruins,

abandoned houses, caves, etc.

Game features:

Dynamic change the time of day and weather conditions (clear sky, partially cloudy, cloudy and thunderstorms, light
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rain, heavy rain, snow) .

Advanced artificial intelligence of wild animals and people.

The elements of horror.

A large number of areas that need either to capture or to defend against enemy swarms.

Simulated survival in wild environment with all the factors(health, fatigue, thirst, hunger, the influence of ambient
temperature on the body ).

Big game world to explore.

And a lot more.
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Title: Wolf Simulator
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Second Reality
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q8400

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English
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A good game concept, but the graphics and physics are horrible. The terrain is broken and I always fall out of the ground. One
of the WORST games ever.

No matter How much I changed the graphics, the lag wouldn't stop.
Some controls are bad, I could barely see anything.
There was some point where the boar got stuck in the ground and I couldn't eat/attack it.
There was some speech problems with the wolves that made no sense at all (If you're a female, you're a son???)
I don't reccomend this game at ALL.. This game has so much wrong and so many glitches and there wasnt a story when i played
move here bark here be there and fall through the world and restart the game.. Baddy bad bad, bad baddabad bad bad BAD!. I
got this game during a winter sale for a cheaper price, but even though it was 90% off, it is was still costly since I live in Canada.
I know video games are expensive to make but this game is no different from LifeOfWolf2014 and many other crappy mobile
animal simulators. It's super buggy like the majority of mobile animal simulators and should not be sold for almost 5 Canadian
dollars.
My friends and I tried this game out and we all got results that no were different. The goals and hit boxes poorly done, it's not
possible for a juvinile/dispersal wolf to take down a boar, collect berries and just leave the pack after downing unthinkable
things. The wolf model is the one a lot of wolf simulators have which is just gross for something on steam costing more than it's
value is. The 90% off value was about 90 cents Canadian, but the game should be worth sale or not exactly 10 cents anywhere.

I last played this game about a year ago about 3 months after I got it. When my friends and I tested out the game we were all
annoyed by the bugs/glitches and crashing. These friends of mine I met on WolfQuest, coming from there I thought this
wouldn't be the run of the mill wolf sim like many mobile ones. The farthest I got was after the berry and boar tasks, when I got
killed by a random wolf and my game crashed. From what I remember I think the warrior and scout class make no difference
my wolf. For development this game should've been held off from being released it, steam game release dates don't matter it's
not advertised outside of here and isn't a huge game people waited for from what I can see.

This game could've been more or at least ported/developed for mobile and/or apple devices too. I'm probably going to regret this
review later but this is something I feel needs a lot more explaining. My friends played this game via family sharing from me
and we screenshared our gameplayed in a call. Please update the game, don't add new features until bugs, glitches, hit boxes,
colision, textures, etc have been fixed if this is ever updated.. You are better off playing WolfQuest at this point.
Don't waste your money on this buggy "game". SPOILER** The bugs I have encountered in this game have caused my father's
death to remain unavenged. This is a travesty, and I will keep looking for updates so that one day, I can make it so that he did
not die in vain. I also can't pick up soda cans :(
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If you love your life... please don't buy or play. You know its going to be a bad game when the hardest part about it is getting it
to start up.. great game for cheap! 10/10. Friend bought me and 3 others this game at 60 cents a copy, 12 Minuets in 3 crashes. I
came in wondering if this was some silly goat simulator thing, but no it tries to take itself seriously. I have no idea if this is early
access or what and to whoever finds and enjoys this game good on you, but I cant enjoy it nor do I know anyone who would..
My all time favorite part of this game, is when it crashes whenever I left clicked while in the game.. oh man so I actaully like
this game but dang the reviews for it are so bad unfortunatly ._.. Tried to hunt a boar
It disappeared into the ground
Just as in reallife
10/10. wont even open :P sux it might be a good game if it loads :PPP. Hard to play - Even though the graphics are terrible, I
can't even play the game full screen or decent resolution without my computer locking up. And even if I play it low, it lags
horribly. It needs a LOT of work.. not to mention the wolf looks ... special... It's not even worth playing. I figured despite
negative reviews, I'd give it a shot.. but it's much worse than I expected.
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